
Protecting Your Future Star From Talent Scout Scammers 
A few sensible steps can help you safely launch your child’s career. 
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You’re driving down the freeway with your little princess, listening to the local pop music station, 
and suddenly a commercial comes on that catches her attention.
 
“Do you dream of being the next Disney star? A top Hollywood agent is coming to town to find 
new talent. That could be you!”
 
She’s hooked, and you know it. Now you’re trying to remember the details, while she’s 
imagining what she’s going to wear to the audition. If you’re driving past the mall, expect her to 
want to stop immediately to start looking at new outfits. 
 
This type of commercial airs on numerous radio stations, and the message is often 
MISLEADING or simply NOT LEGITIMATE. Parents hear the wholesome Disney name and 
assume Disney paid for the commercial. What if it was someone else? How would you know the 
difference?
 
Here’s your first clue. Legitimate casting directors, producers, directors and agents are usually 
too busy to be scouting new talent by the masses. The “scouts” at the mall or hotel ballroom—
the ones looking for “new faces”—generally have nothing to do with actual booking of modeling 
or acting gigs. So your first job is to find out the real mission of any individual or company who 
offers to make your child a star.
 
Every year tens of thousands of people flock to open calls, hoping to start on a path to fame and 
fortune. Yet what they encounter may feel more like a bait-and-switch just took place. They went 
in hoping to be “discovered” and encountered a well-rehearsed sales pitch about paying for 
training. When they’re asked to pay a deposit to reserve one of the limited spots for that training, 
the sense of urgency grows stronger. So many people leave feeling stunned senseless. That’s 
when they can make one of two mistakes.
 
They sign up their child for classes without doing any research first.
 
The cost of training shouldn’t be your only deciding factor. Who is offering the training and 
what is that company’s track record? Do they have success stories? For example, if someone 
trained by them is now represented by a reputable, licensed agent, that’s a good sign. On the 
other hand, if the company has been mentioned in numerous complaints to the Better Business 
Bureau, that’s a red flag. Also, if the training facility is connected to an agency, you will want 
to know if finishing training automatically leads to representation or if additional steps (i.e., 
expense) are necessary.
 



They instantly resist spending any money, believing if their child is destined for success, 
someone else will pay for it.
 
Let’s set the record straight: your child will need training and marketing materials and they will 
cost money. Some training facilities offer scholarships so it’s worth asking how to qualify for 
one. But training facilities can’t provide classes in exchange for future earnings. Unlike agents, 
training program staff members don’t book models and actors. And not even agents can ever 
guarantee work; they can only provide opportunities for models and actors to be seen by the 
clients who make the decisions.
 
Here’s an easy way to get started today. Look at the websites of licensed agents in your area 
and find out what they require for representation. Then, before opening your checkbook, make 
a training plan that suits your child’s interests and talents—and fits your budget. As your child’s 
biggest advocate, choosing to acquire information beats acting impulsively every time.
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